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“Time marches on” and the underlying software, running on the Raspberry5

Pi and that is used in the book, has evolved from a system based on the Debian6

distribution version 9 (Stretch) to version 10 (Buster). I will briefly address the7

necessary changes to bring the content of the book up-to-date along with a few8

clarifications.9

Section 5.3: VNC server10

If the installation of tightvncserver does not prompt the user for a password,11

as mentioned in the book, we can trigger its creation by running12

sudo vncpasswd13

on the raspi and answering the questions about passwords.14

Section 5.4: Raspi as a router15

In the most recent version of the operating system for the Raspberry Pi the net-16

work setup has changed such that some of the instructions in Section 5.4, where17

I describe setting up the raspi as a router, are no longer valid. I will only briefly18

describe the basic setup, but more information can be found at https://www.19

raspberrypi.org/documentation/configuration/wireless/access-point.md.20

Instead of defining the network setup in /etc/network/interfaces, as was21

done in the book, now that file remains unchanged. Instead, most of the con-22

figuration has moved to /etc/dhcpcd.conf, where we need to add the following23

stanza near the end of the file24

interface wlan025

static ip_address=192.168.20.1/2426

nohook wpa_supplicant27
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The first line indicates that the following two lines relate to the built-in wireless28

interface. The second line defines a static IP number and the appended /2429

declares a netmask, which corresponds to the one shown on page 121 in the30

book. The last line prevents the dhcp daemon to connect to other known wireless31

networks, because we want to create our own network with the hostapd daemon,32

as described in the book.33

The translation of network addresses is now done on the command line by34

typing35

sudo iptables -t nat -A POSTROUTING -o eth0 -j MASQUERADE36

sudo sh -c "iptables-save > /etc/iptables.ipv4.nat"37

This sets up the network masquerading and saves the configuration in the file38

/etc/iptables.ipv4.nat. At boot time we then load this configuration from39

the automatically executed file /etc/rc.local by adding a iptables-restore40

command, such that the last two lines of that file now read41

iptables-restore < /etc/iptables.ipv4.nat42

exit 043

This ensures that the network translation is initiated at boot time.44

The descriptions in Section 5.4 of how to configure hostap and dnsmasq re-45

main valid.46

Section 5.5: Python47

I need to point out that the book uses Python 2.48

Section 5.6.2: MySQL49

For legal reasons the trademarked name MySQL the name of the mysql-server50

package had to be changed to mariadb-server, such that the command to install51

the database, shown on page 134 in the book, is now52

sudo apt-get install mariadb-server53

Despite the changed name, the command to execute from the command line is54

still mysql, such that the rest of Section 5.6.2 remains valid.55

One exception, however, is that logging into the database as database-user56

root must now be done with superuser (sudo) privileges, but does no longer57

require a password. The command at the bottom of page 134 (mysql -u root58

-p) therefore needs to be replaced by59

sudo mysql60
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which immediately enters the database and allows the creation of a database or61

a user, as described on top of page 135. After these steps a normal user, called62

me in the book, can access the database as described in the book with mysql -u63

me -p.64

The web page with the code for mysql.m mentioned at the bottom of page 13765

has unfortunately disappeared. Fortunately, the zip file with the source code is66

available from MATLAB central at the following address https://se.mathworks.67

com/matlabcentral/fileexchange/8663-mysql-database-connector.68

Section 5.6.3: RRDtool69

In the middle on page 140 are two typos. The two instances of filldb1.py70

should be replaced by filldb1.sh.71

Section 5.7: Online presentation72

In the last paragraph on page 143 one may have to create the directory for the73

private web pages under /home/pi with the command74

mkdir /home/pi/public_html75

Moreover, at the bottom of the page two times a backslash has crept into the name76

of the directory for private web pages. It should read /home/pi/public_html.77
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